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 livorno low

The model for comprehensive well-being

Numerous equipment variants as well as a large  
selection of colours and end panels make the livorno 
low a flexible nursing care bed for rehabilitation 
and care facilities. 
In addition to its elegant design, it is able to convince 
with practical functions and high suitability for 
everyday use.

The livorno low cuts a good figure in every respect: 
economically thanks to its attractive price-perfor-
mance ratio and practically due to its functionality, 
both to a lasting relief in the daily care.
Last but not least, a robust construction and du-
rable materials ensure that the livorno low is an 
investment that will surely pay off.

Integrated, continuous 
wooden side rails
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Short divided side rails

Mona (35), Passau

“The  
livorno low 

is a real all-rounder,
because it can be 
optimally adjusted 
to every resident 
and offers all the 
functions you need 
in everyday life”.
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Dimensions

Outer dimensions  105 x 212 cm

Lying surface   90 x 200 cm

Special widths  100, 110 cm

Special lengths  190, 210, 220 cm

Height adjustment   29 - 73 cm

Lifter clearance   15 cm

Weights

Bed weight approx.  ca. 109 kg

Safe working load  200 kg

Max. person weight  165 kg

Side rails

Material: Wood

Version  continuous 
 long divided 
 short divided 
 head-section

Height*: 
– With wooden slats 
– With ripolux® neo

  
 39.5 cm 
 35 cm

Further equipment features

End panels  I, IV, V, VII, VIII

Motor 
Splash-proof according to IPX4, high-quality spiral 
cable with strain relief and kink protection, SMPS plug 
transformer with extra-low safety voltage offering 
safety from the socket

*Distance between upper edge of lying surface and upper 
edge of the raised side rail

End panel Typ I

Central braking, optionally with  
aluminium covered castors

Central braking

Lifter clearance

Low bed entry height 29 cm

Hand control with locking function

Various comfort lying surfaces

Various side rail optionsHand control with locking function Mobilisation-supporting side rails

Product specifications, end panels and 
accessories can be found from page 56 onwards

Suitable for TEXIBLE Wisbi® Page 42

Hand control 
with locking 
function

Aluminium covered 
castors

Central 
braking

End panel type V 
with curved handle

Short divided 
side rails

4-section lying surface

Wooden slats with tension regulators

Vertical height adjustment

The product advantages of livorno low:

More information: 

www.bock.net/x39a-en
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